Abstract. Cucuk Lampah is leader of procession called kirab pengantin that moves towards stage (pelaminan) in wedding ceremonial Javanese tradition. Cucuk Lampah in Magetan has an ability to do humor by developing certain topics and uses pragmatic aspect which can not be separated from violating politeness principle. This study is purposed to identify interpersonal meaning in creating humor Cucuk Lampah in wedding ceremonial in Magetan. The researcher uses pragmatic approach. The data of this research is oral data delivered by Cucuk Lampah. The collected data uses simak method. It uses pragmatic method based on utterances by heuristic technique to analyze data. The result shows that in creating humor, Cucuk Lampah uses violating politeness principle to build up setup and punch. Based on 44 data of Cucuk Lampah utterances, the percentages are: Tact maxim 37%, Generosity maxim 9%, Approbation maxim 23%, Modesty maxim 2%, Agreement maxim 27%, and Sympathy maxim 2%.
INTRODUCTION
The using of language play in communication can reveal laughter and impression of being relaxed with the participants of the speech events. This inidicates that speaker has ability to work definitions of humor for making comfortable in speech events. According to Soedjatmika (1992: 69) Humor is one of means communication such as giving information, expressing happiness, anger, annoying, and sympathy. In life, humor is closely related to social behavior community. Wijana (2004: xx) mentioned that humor is one form of play, and verbal and visual stimulation that is spontaneously intented to provoke smile and laugh from hearer or person who see it.
Furthermore Widjaja (1993:98) concluded that joke or humor occurred for normal humans, to entertain because of entertainment is absolute necessity for humans to endure themselves in defense process their life. Concept of humor divided into three main theories named Incongruity theory, Conflict theory, and Relief theory (Wijana, 2004: 21) . Incongruity theory explained that humor in a manner incongruity integrats two different meaning or interpretation which different in a complex object. Parts of that incongruity is perceived suddenly by its hearer. Humor stands on the theory which is based on the concept about conflict and incongruity with violating of pragmatic rules in using language.
Leech (in Sumarlam, 2017 : 181-187) divided politeness priniciple such as (1) Tact maxim, (2) Generosity maxim, (3)Approbation maxim, (4) Modesty maxim, (5) Agreement maxim, (6) Sympathy maxim. Humor has formed in several of discourse, both oral and written discourse. One of humor in oral discourse is Cucuk Lampah humor in wedding ceremonial in Magetan regency. Humor of Cucuk Lampah is dialogue form that is done with Pambiwara, singers, guests, manggala or domas etc. Cucuk Lampah humor takes place during the Ksatrian procession after coming down from stage (pelaminan) Cucuk Lampah procession of javanese tradition wedding ceremony as an opening way has intented the repellent procession to chase away all of interference in any kinds of forms, especially spirit evil that can disturb the way of wedding ceremony. There is a procession called kirab pengantin, namely kirab Kanarendran and kirab Kesatriyan in this procession. In kirab Kanarendran, Cucuk Lampah acts as the leader of the procession and moves towards the stage (pelaminan) and leave the room for changing their clothes for the next kirab namely kirab Ksatrian.
Cucuk Lampah as a guide to convoy kirab procession which has followed by dancing movements. However, in Magetan regency, Cucuk Lampah has delivered humor about local people in life. One of them is moral value that is packaged in humor and also ridiculus to achieve certain goals.
Related with explanation above, there are some previous studies which examine the subject about humor or wedding ceremony. It can be used as literature review such as: The first, research of Cucuk Lampah by Dwiyasmono (2009) Conducted by Javanese people". The researcher described the forms of lingual markers which had a role to help the types of coherence relationship between coheren parts and coherence patterns in Sesorah marriage. However, the research has different data sources and the utterances is monologue.
To achieve humor utterances, Cucuk Lampah reveals violating in language usage. Wijana and Rohmadi (2009: 139) argued that humor discourse is often done by violating politeness principle, that discourse clearly does not heed politeness rules or just pretend to be polite. But, actually impoliteness is one of manifestations of reciprocal interference as the main way in creating humor. Speech act of language play in violating politeness principle in creating humor is an interesting phenomenon to be investigated. Doing violation of politeness principle does not make effective communication. Based on problem, the research question as follows: How are the implementation of violating politeness principle Cucuk Lampah for Creating Humor in Wedding Ceremonial in Magetan Regency?
METHODOLOGY
This research uses descriptive qualitative method. The place was choosen as well as target research namely in Magetan regency. This research was begun with the data collection extracted from oral that delivered by Cucuk Lampah in dialogue with Pambiwara, guests, singer, manggala or domas etc in wedding ceremony. According to linguistic perspective, solving the problem in research is required into three stages, such as (1) collecting the data, (2) analyzing data, (3) data presentation. To do all the stages, methods and techniques are needed for each stage (Sudaryanto, 2015: 5-8) The method of collecting data conducted by simak method with basic technique used sadap technique, then (1) SBLC technique through listening that was used by Cucuk Lampah in wedding ceremony. (2) Note technique, and video recording technique. In data analysis, after reading all the script data that were transcribed to understand the context of situation, then made classification. This analysis data used pragmatig method based on Cucuk Lampah utterances with heuristic analysis technique. The analysis was focused based on utterances that contained politeness theory by Leech. Finally, data were presented with informal and formal method.
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
Based on data that were gained, collecting data was based on utterances which contained violating politeness principle, as follow: a. Violating of Tact Maxim 
you would like if it is not given. Talk about other people's ugliness)
That conversation is informal when humor is presented by Cucuk Lampah. it has become commonly for local society, cigarettes are an item that is always served in celebrating like wedding ceremonial as a treat. "Surya" in his utterance means cigarretes which is brand "Surya". The utterance of Cucuk Lampah "Halah de, halah just bother. Suddenly uses Surya. I am even cough" shows his benefit after getting one pack of cigarette. Cucuk Lampah speaks small talk or reluctant for the giving, but actually he expects the item by accepting it. That utterance is contradiction that Cucuk Lampah has a smoking habit. That utterances takes after Cucuk Lampah knows that pak Lurah comes in wedding ceremony. Cucuk Lampah requests that he could be participant in a wayang performance in Prancang Kulon village during Sura. The utterance "Suran is a wayang performance again" indirectly means for asking or offering which aims to benefit himself as well as getting job. Cucuk Lampah introduces the group of campur sari Sekti Laras Irama to the guest invitation. However, Cucuk Lampah also ridicules by unrespecting other people who are older. Namely, the artists of campur sari are from that group. The ridicule is shown in the utterance "They all are old" which is stated directly. It is indicates the existence of violatong in approbation maxim. Cucuk Lampah talks about a song in kirab Kanarendran time which act as the leader when the brides move towards the stage (pelaminan) in front of the guest invitation. At the time, Cucuk Lampah sings a song title "Sambal Kemangi" which is related to Dewi. In that utterance "The mortar is black wide" refers to a ridicule to Dewi and maximizes unrespect for women who has to be mother. "black wide" contanins female genital to bring up humor. Cucuk Lampah and Dewi are known as fellow artist.
c. Violating in Approbation maxim

d. Violating of Modesty Maxim
Datum 8 (00:01:26-00:01:36) Context : Cucuk Lampah offers to join a wayang performance that holds in Sura month to the chief in Pragak village, and states in his prayer that the artist singer from Pragak village has many offers because of this. The utterance of datum 8 shows that Cucuk Lampah does his own respect and expresses overconfidence feeling that his prayer is answered. However, in contradiction Pambiwara speculates that it is not only the wayang performance but also at the other events the singer could perform. So, the utterance in datum 8 shows violating of modesty maxim for respect towards Cucuk Lampah itself. The datum above shows that Cucuk Lampah does violating in sympaty maxim. It can be unmaximize sympathy to the old man who plays kenong and has not teeth yet. In wedding season, group campur sari Sekti Laras Irama has increased many responses and incomes. Cucuk Lampah teases Kenong player with maximize no sympathy for his teeth. And he does not install the new teeth.
e. Violating in Agreement Maxim
CONCLUSION
Based on analysis result of the data above. It can be concluded that violating politeness principle are found in Cucuk Lampah's untterances for creating humor in wedding ceremonial in Magetan regency. Cucuk Lampah does politeness principle consciously even unconsciously as means of establishment setup and punch. 44 data are found in Cucuk Lampah's utterances, the number of percentages as follow: Tact maxim 37%, Generosity maxim 9%, Approbation maxim 23%, Modesty maxim 2%, Agreement maxim 27%, and Sympathy maxim 2%. The violating of conversational maxims in carrying out interpersonal rheotoric or violating politeness principle become one of arising conversation as humor discussion. This form of violating causes a funny effect to listener.
